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VASAL EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
ENLIGHTENING MINDS, EMPOWERING FUTURE

N

urturing a vision
to establish world
class schools with
a focus on providing
exceptionally
valuable
&
enduring education, Vasal
Educational Society (VES)
is efficaciously working for
the holistic development of
the students. Vehemently
promoting the key parameters
of
personal
growth,
intellectual integrity, global
sensitivity, local engagement
& civic values, the Society
encourages the inculcation of
these virtues in all the students
of its schools. Through its
schools, the Society seeks to
nurture & curate young minds
through experiential learning,
to mentor them to become
self-directed, global leaders.
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STEADY ROAD TO SUCCESS
Initiating its journey in 2006
with Cambridge International
School in Dasuya, Vasal
Educational
Society
has
established itself as the most
preferred educational brand in
the region. The next milestone
being the GEMS Cambridge
International
School,
Hoshiarpur which emerged as
a leading school in the region
within three years. Setting
international benchmarks of
infrastructural
excellence,
the Society laid the foundation
of IVY World School at
Jalandhar, in 2012. In a
nutshell, the society’s growth
demonstrates its tremendous
passion for enduring and high
quality school education.
Under
the
quintessential
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leadership of Chairman Mr.
Sanjeev Kumar Vasal, the
society
started
Ileague
Education Private Limited in
2012. The firm is efficiently
managing three schools – Ivy
World Play School, Jalandhar,
Cambridge
International
School, Phagwara and Ivy
KindersEducare – which are
consistently reaching the
zeniths of success.
ENABLING ENVIRONMENT,
FACILITATING LEARNING
The Society’s schools have
lavish campuses designed to
develop the cognitive & motor
skills of the children through
meaningful academics, &
purposeful & enjoyable cocurricular activities. Bringing
years of learning, innovation

& integrity into the design
of
curriculum,
learning
spaces & generating varied
opportunities
for
every
child, the Society attempts
to build an ever evolving
education that maximizes
the individual capabilities
to meet the challenges of
higher education, work & life
by providing an environment
conducive to learning. It is
bent on promoting creativity
and wishes to shape students
effectively so that will be able
to become the thinkers and
leaders of the 21st century.

